MOIST HEAT
Apply moist heat conveniently, effectively and with a minimum investment in equipment. No dripping, no wringing, no repeated applications. The Steam Pack is merely heated in water, wrapped in a towel and applied .
Minutes Effective Moist Heat With Each Application!
College, Edison, New Jersey be .. tween May and December 1967 . The tuition will be $24.00 for county residents and $34.00 for out-of-county residents. Certification will be awarded to the nurses completing the series. Classes will be held for three consecutive Saturdays-four hours each. For further information, write directly to the college.
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Odorless and clean These new cushions will fit all types and sizes of wheelchairs, while affording the best, most practical safeguard available against decubit us ulcers. They are constructed by both the molded ond welded seam methods, incorporating a heavier, strong · er and more durable-yet very resilient rubber. Inflated, this pro vides an equalization of pressure (no more pressure at bony prom inences than at any other touch ing areas) which is so nece ssary in the prevention of decubiti.
Paraplegics who have been plagued for years with decubiti have ceased to worry about them entirely, although they are sitting up as long as they desire each day. In every cose where the cushion is given a fa ir triol, there ore spectacular results! 00 NOT DELAY . ; . ORDER YOURS NOW SATISFACTION GUARANTEED • Gives prompt relief from headache, cramping, and bockache.
• No undesirable side effects.
• No "ahead of time taking" necessary. Pages: 410 (including index and annotated bibliography This book is a compilation of articles and essays by men and women who have contributed to the literature in the fields of health and sociology. The selections were made by the editors as demonstrations of the importance of the basic sciences in improving patient care. The selections have been arranged in seven (7) parts -each with a prologue and epilogue written by the editors.
The primary purpose of the book appears to be to help health workers understand that, "During his entire life, man is being changed and is changing others through the multiplicity of groups to which he belongs or aspires to belong. He selects some group 
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It's enough to make a woman weep, but perfume can help to rui n her looks , to say nothing of her disposition. All commercial cosmetics contain perfume , either natural or synthetic. Frequently, perfume can be the culprit that causes irritated skin and nasal passages, teary eyes, annoying sneezing and sniflling.
The whole miserable bit can easily be prevented with AR-EX unscented hypo-allergenic cosmetics. Gentle and beauty-rich and a blessing for sensitive souls , with all the cosmetic glamour kept in, but all known irritants and allergens kept out. Be sure to ask for AR-EX unscented cosmetics. Once you try them, you'll never switch.
And why should you? Glamour is your feminine right. Make the most of it. Further barriers to communication exist between various health workers who are also social beings conditioned and trained to behave in special ways. A classic example is the longstanding failure in effective communication between physicians and nurses. Some failures can be attributed to cultural factors but much more ' to the educational patterns of the two groups. Further conflicts have arisen as functions once reserved for physicians hav~' been transferred to nurses.
HYPO.ALLERGENIC COSMETICS
Resentments related to status have developed in both camps. Suggestions are made for greater emphasis on developing concepts of humanity in the education of health workers. All should read Luke M. Smith's article "Barriers to Quality Nursing-The System."
Occupational Health Nurses will be interested in part four of the book. Two articles should be mentioned: "High Level Wellness For Man and Society" by Holbert Dunn and "How Laymen Define Illness" by D. A . Sweetser. This book would be a valuable adjunct to a professional library to be used for inspiration and problem solving. The reader is provided This means Go-J0 contains no toxic irritants, is dermatologically correct, safe, and gentle to use. Will not .irritate normal skin ." Go-Jo also effe ctively combats bacte ria. Clinical evidence shows as much as 98% r educt ion in skin microorganisms with the regular use of Go-Jo Hand Cleaner.** 
